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This book is a useful reference for both students and researchers in combinatorics and related disciplines.
Although triple systems are among the simplest designs, they provide a reﬂection of the more general
ﬁeld of design theory. Indeed, triple systems are often the testing ground for ideas in design theory. Triple
systems shows the classical ties of triple systems to geometry and algebra, the close connections to graph
theory, and the more modern combinatorial and computational techniques and ideas used today in design
theory. The authors convey the rich variety of constructions and applications for triple systems. They
make it clear that the study of triple systems is not complete; open problems are listed at the ends of
Chapters 4-25 and they include several new and interesting applications of triple systems. Because of
the wealth of material on triple systems, the authors have had to choose certain areas to emphasize.
Chapters 0-3 provide basic material on the construction and existence of triple systems, including the
historical background and the classical constructions. Chapters 4-8 contain material about triple systems
themselves: enumeration, isomorphism, automorphism, and subsystems. Chapters 9-25 contain a variety
of topics. They include packings and coverings for triple systems, embeddings, special conﬁgurations,
intersections, large sets and partitions, independent sets, chromatic numbers, resolvability, nested triple
systems, decomposibility, and directed and Mendelsohn triple systems. The extensive bibliography lists
all publications whose main focus is on triple systems. The bibliography extends beyond the material in
the text and is a valuable resource on its own.
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